Heuristics lesson plan

Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
Lesson: Heuristics

Ages: 8 to 14

Learning outcomes

Students will be able to:

- Match issues with interfaces with Jakob Nielsen’s 10 heuristics
- Apply Jakob Nielsen’s 10 heuristics to their own programming
Lesson starter: introduction

Evaluating an interface is best done by getting feedback from having lots of potential users try it out. However, this can be expensive and time-consuming, so HCI experts have come up with some quick rules of thumb that help us spot obvious problems quickly. The formal word for a rule of thumb is a heuristic, and in this section we will look at some common heuristics that can be used to critique an interface.

There are various sets of heuristics that people have proposed for evaluating interfaces, but a Danish researcher named Jakob Nielsen has come up with a set of 10 heuristics that have become very widely used.

*The information on heuristics comes from CS Field Guide - Human Computer Interaction chapter.*
Lesson starter:

If you encounter a usability problem in an interface, it is almost certainly breaking one of these heuristics, and possibly a few of them. It's not easy to design a system that doesn't break any of the heuristics, and sometimes you wouldn't want to follow them strictly – that's why they are called heuristics, and not rules.

Often a confusing feature in an interface design will break multiple heuristics. For example, this error message (it genuinely occurred) doesn't help users recover from errors (the real error is a network setting, but it is explained as causing a flashing light!), and the "Skip", "Cancel" and "Ignore" buttons don't speak the user's language (match between the system and the real world).

*The information on heuristics comes from CS Field Guide - Human Computer Interaction chapter 4.4 Usability heuristics.*
**Lesson starter:**
Facilitate discussion(s) with students reviewing Jakob’s Ten Usability Heuristics (*this could be done over several lessons*).

Explanations for each heuristic can be found on the [Computer Science Field Guide](https://www.computer.org/fieldguide) website along with visual examples and interactives.

In addition you can get a poster on these heuristics from [Nielsen Norman Group](https://www.nngroup.com).

The information on heuristics comes from [Nielsen Norman Group](https://www.nngroup.com).
Lesson activity: eye spy heuristics bingo

Learning outcome: Learners will be able to develop an awareness for design heuristics.

1. Prepare resources
   - Have available printed copies of the heuristic resource, enough for all students
   - Activity instructions and resource are found through this link: [Eye spy heuristics bingo](#).

2. Set a time limit for collecting the heuristics (this might be over a period of a few days or even weeks, and they look out for issues with interfaces in everyday life). When one is shared use it as a teachable moment.

3. Have fun!
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